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INTRODUCTION
Under a warranty and indemnity policy
(“W&I Policy”) there is an important
distinction between when a breach
occurs and when the insured under the
W&I Policy (the “Insured”) obtains
actual knowledge of any such breach.
This can have a significant impact on
the recourse available to the Insured
under the W&I Policy.
This is relevant where there is a split
signing and closing, where warranties
are given at signing (“Signing
Warranties”) and then repeated at
closing (“ClosingWarranties”)

SCENARIO 1
Breach Occurs : Pre-signing
Breach Discovered: Post-signing, but pre-closing
W&I Insurance: COVERED (breach of Signing Warranties)

After signing but before closing, the
Insured obtains actual knowledge of a
breach which occurred pre-signing.

This is a breach of the Signing
Warranties. The Insured decides to
proceed to closing and confirms actual
knowledge of the breach, which
occurred before signing, in the Closing
NCD against the Closing Warranties only.

After closing, the Insured can claim for a
breach of the Signing Warranties under
the W&I Policy, but not against the
Closing Warranties, as actual knowledge
of the breach was confirmed by the
Insured against the Closing Warranties in
the Closing NCD.

This is where the W&I Policy incepted at
signing will provide recourse for covered
loss that the Insured might not otherwise
have.

Where there is a split signing and
closing, in normal circumstances, the
Insured is obliged to provide a signing
no claims declaration (“Signing NCD”)
which should state that the Insured
does not have actual knowledge of any
breach(es) at signing.
The Insured is – usually – also required
to provide a closing no claims
declaration (“Closing NCD”), which, like
the Signing NCD, states that the
Insured does not have actual
knowledge of any breach(es) at closing,
which may have occurred in the interim
period.
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SCENARIO 2
Breach Occurs: Pre-signing
Breach Discovered: Post-closing
W&I Insurance: COVERED (breach of Signing & Closing Warranties)

The Closing NCD is provided by the Insured and the Insured does not have actual
knowledge of any breach(es).

After closing, the Insured obtains actual knowledge of a breach which occurred
before signing. This is a breach of both the Signing Warranties and the Closing
Warranties.

After closing, the Insured can claim for a breach of Signing Warranties and/or the
Closing Warranties under the W&I Policy for covered loss.
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SCENARIO 3
Breach Occurs: Post-signing, but pre-closing
Breach Discovered: Post-Signing, but pre-closing     
W&I Insurance: NOT COVERED (breach of Closing Warranties)

After signing but before closing, the Insured obtains actual knowledge of a breach
which occurred after signing.

This is not therefore a breach of the Signing Warranties. The Insured decides to
proceed to closing and confirms actual knowledge of the breach, which occurred
after signing in the Closing NCD against the Closing Warranties only.

The Insured cannot claim for breach of the Signing Warranties (as it occurred after
signing) and cannot claim for breach of Closing Warranties (as actual knowledge of
the breach was confirmed by the Insured against the Closing Warranties in the
Closing NCD).

SCENARIO 4
Breach Occurs: Post-Signing, but pre-Closing
Breach Discovered: Post-Closing
W&I Insurance: COVERED (breach of Closing Warranties)

The Closing NCD is given and the Insured does not have actual knowledge of any
breach(es).

After closing, the Insured obtains actual knowledge of a breach which occurred
after signing but before closing. This would not be a breach of the Signing
Warranties (as it occurred after signing) but would be a breach of the Closing
Warranties.

The Insured can claim for a breach of the Closing Warranties under the W&I
insurance policy for covered Loss.
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